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About
Hello and welcome to ‘Moving to High School’ – produced by us
(year 5 students from Cavendish Primary School)!
We have covered a whole range of topics and with a bit of help
from Engaging Education, put together this magazine for your
reading pleasure. These topics include:
Moving to Malet

Page 03

The City of Culture

Page 11

Careers and Icons

Page 15

We hope you enjoy reading our articles and are now even
more excited about moving up to High School!
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Amazing
Malet Lambert!
By Alex Cavanaugh & Sam Killelay

We talked to Ben who is a student at Malet Lambert. We asked him what he thought about the
school and he said; “Malet Lambert is good for making friends and the most popular class is
technology.” When we asked him why a lot of people like technology he said it is because you get
to use all sorts of different equipment like drills, glue guns and lots of other things.
Malet Lambert has recently received a makeover with a brand new cafeteria, a fantastic new
open space, a new P.E. building and an awesome Astroturf pitch.
I know because I’ve been told that Malet Lambert is a great school for having a good P.E.
department.
Malet Lambert looks like quite an artistic school because they have some enormous models such
as Transformers, Avatar and other movie figures.

Moving
To The Future
By Carys Last & Eloise Barker

Going to Malet Lambert school is going to be so fun and it will be amazing to meet new friends.
It is going to be brilliant to have more art lessons so we can make more wonderful and fun
things, also there is more advanced and harder work, but don’t worry you will get help. You will
realise when you get to Malet Lambert that it is bigger than primary school. At times you will
find it difficult so just believe in yourself and you will be ok. When you have been there for a few
weeks you will realise that you have more responsibility and it will be a new step in your life.
It is a great opportunity for you if you listen and work hard. You will make new friends and
receive a good education. There are also more books so there will be more learning
opportunities. We will feel excited and we can’t wait, even though we are a little worried we also
know that we will fit in and it will be very fun. I hope this has made you look forward to going to
senior school.
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Malet Lambert

By Charlie Lilley & Daniel Hamilton

Malet is a brilliant school with over 1400 pupils. It opened in
September 1932 and is associated with Joseph Malet
Lambert, who was a vicar that helped with housing and
education, but reportedly he wasn’t very nice.
The school is amazing, part of it is the old school building and some of it is brand new, such as
the open canteen and library. There are many subjects at Malet Lambert: English, History, RE and
PSHE are just a few of them. However, Malet Lambert also has amazing after school clubs such
as football, rugby, art and technology. The main school colours are green and yellow.
(Daniel)
“I think the school is amazing! I like everything about it. One of my favourite things about the
school is the big sculpture characters, my favourite character on show is called Zero.”
(Charlie)
“I think the school is amazing. I like everything, especially the statues that the pupils have made.
My favourite is Ironhead.”

In Your
Own World
By Libby and Freya

Malet Lambert school has over 1,500 students and is one of the biggest schools in Hull. Malet
Lambert has had a lot of changes so there is more space and better facilities. Years 8,9,10,11 are
allowed out of the building for lunch which lasts 55 minutes.
FACTS
• 1,500 students

• 15 minutes for break

• 7 hours of school

• Students feel safe

• Built in 1932

• The head teacher is Mrs Disbrey

• 55 minutes for lunch

• They have planners to follow and sign

Question from Cavendish to Malet Lambert
Question: What will it feel like in Malet Lambert? Answer: It feels a lot bigger and better!
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Moving up to
Malet Lambert

By Joshua Stevenson and Rebekah Wilson

When you move up to Malet Lambert you will note that people are different, you might not make
friends straight away but you will do quickly as everyone at Malet is great. You may find it to be
scary here when you come up but you will get used to the school. There are lots of great statues
around the school, which have been made by the students. If you like sport you will enjoy it here
as you get more PE lessons then you did at primary school. You get more Maths and English
homework. When you meet your new teachers you find your way around the school. The main
school colours are green and yellow which is the colour of the school tie. Malet Lambert was
opened in 1932 and it was a grammar school before becoming a comprehensive in 1969.

Moving up to
Malet Lambert

By Max & Joshua

Welcome to Malet Lambert. Your children will gain a brilliant education here. Malet Lambert is a
peaceful school however it is a very competitive one too. It has amazing features like the bell
tower and the main room has a glass dome! Malet Lambert also has fantastic teachers; the
Malet Lambert students are really friendly, great and arty.
The hall is the biggest hall you`ll ever see, it’s gigantic! In the hall they have some great statues
that were made by students; some of the statues are Jorge from Halo and Noisy Boy. Malet
lambert is a popular school; there are over 1,400 children currently in the school. Mrs Disbrey is
the head teacher at Malet Lambert and she is a great head teacher. The school is 81 years old,
and a great place to be.
Malet lambert is the school to go to!!!
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Malet Lambert
By Evie Morfitt and Alice Brown
Malet Lambert is a lot bigger than primary school as it has over 1,400 students in the school.
Some of the lessons that you will do when you come up to Malet Lambert are: geography, science
and drama. At break and lunch time you can have a variety of meals and drinks such as:
• Pizza

• Salad

• Hot Chocolate

• Apples

• Bread Rolls

• Sandwiches

• Tea
At dinner time the favoured meal is fish and chips. You can only go out from year 8 upwards. So
you aren’t late for lessons you have a school diary, this diary has all your lessons in and it helps
you keep a track of what homework you have to do and when it needs to be handed in.

Malet Lambert

By Thomas wood, Oakley Murray and Leon Taylor

The amazing Malet Lambert school was opened in 1932 however the school has changed a lot
during that period of time, it became a grammar school in 1944 before becoming a comprehensive
in 1969. Malet Lambert had an extension built in 2012, where they turned the car park into a
brand new building, there is now an amazing library area and canteen. The building has some
statues built by year 11 who are 15 and 16 years old. The person who founded Malet Lambert was
Joseph Malet Lambert. Joseph was born in 1853 and died in 1931. He was a priest at St John’s
parish in Hull before he became the Archdeacon of the East Riding. Joseph did a lot around
housing, sanitation and education.
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Moving up to
Secondary
School

By Tyler Tyson and Emilie Winter

Moving up to secondary school can be scary but this article is a guide to help you through the
experience of moving up. There are a lot of things you need to know about moving up to
secondary school especially Malet Lambert, it’s a bigger school and they have around 1,500
pupils here, but it is a great place to be! On your breaks you can pay for food such as: pizza, hot
chocolate, tea, bread rolls and a lot more. Your lunch break is 55 minutes and break is 15 minutes.
The school has been open since 1932! This is a long time!

Moving up to
Secondary
School

By Caitlin Langton and Lena Davies

Moving from one school to another can be a very scary process for many children. It is so
important that a child is as prepared as possible for the big move, this way they can feel
comfortable and happy when starting secondary school. This booklet contains information and
useful tips to help support you and your parents through the transition.
Moving up to big school is one of lifes defining moments for children and parents, so we need to
help them prepare for it. All secondary schools now have a website, you can look at the range
of activities that the school has here and read the school news and testimonials about the
school.
Even though it is scary moving from primary to secondary school it will be great. It’s also a
brilliant opportunity to make new friends, even if it takes a while for you to settle in.
I personally think that moving to a secondary school like Malet Lambert will be amazing!
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Teacher
Interview

By Lucy Rickles and Milly Skelton

Malet Lambert secondary school is an amazing place to start your adventure through life. We
can’t wait to come here so we interviewed some of the teachers.
INTERVIEW
Miss Palmer says:
“Malet Lambert is a great school and all the pupils are amazing!”
“An average day at Malet Lambert is from 8:40 to 3:10.”
Information
Malet Lambert was designed as a two storey building, also the head teacher is Mrs Disbrey,
however the old head teacher was called Harry Shoosmith.
INTERVIEW
Miss Burnham thought:
“Malet is a brilliant school because the days are jam packed with great activities.”
These are the teachers’ personal opinions and our personal opinion is that we like Malet
Lambert because they have new shiny buildings and you will gain a good education by coming.
here.

Moving up from
Cavendish to
Malet Lambert

By Yasmin and Sam

When you come to Malet Lambert there is a large hall where you will go for assemblies, there is
also a brand new library area and canteen that serves better food than you get at primary
school. Everyone has fears about coming up to secondary school, my fear is maths and making
new friends! Some people are worried about getting bullied here but you don’t have to worry as
everyone is great. We also talked with a current student about his fear and he said it was
getting lost and not making new friends. When you get here you need to know your way around
the school, if you ever get lost all you need to do is ask someone and they will help you out. We
also asked a current student what their favourite subject was and they said Technology and PE
as in PE you get to use lots of new equipment. We hope you found this article very helpful.
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The Amazing
Malet Lambert

By Evie Adams and Ruby Field

Today we will be telling you about the amazing school - Malet Lambert!
RUBY
“I think Malet Lambert is a big, posh secondary school. If you were educated here you would learn
lots of new things. It has lots of students!”
EVIE
“I think that Malet Lambert is great to be educated in. Malet Lambert has lots of nice teachers.
It also has a big assembly hall and can fit in over 1000 people; however it still has a lot of room.
The computers are high tech and there are lots of things to learn with.”
Malet Lambert has been a grammar school since 1944 before becoming a comprehensive in 1969.
In 2012 the brilliant school was expanded and that is when the amazing new library and canteen
were built. Malet Lambert was a replacement for an overcrowded school; this school was
Craven Municipal secondary.
Classes
When you get to year nine you get to choose the classes that you want to do. Some of these
classes are: Art and Design, PE, Travel and Tourism and Performing Arts.
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An Amazing
Future is
Coming!
By Olivia Harrison and Evie Hadfield
Hull City of Culture 2017
Hull won the City of Culture 2017, however we were shortlisted with Dundee, Leicester and
Swansea. These were three strong cities that could have won the City of Culture 2017.
We won the competition with a short film which over 20,000 people in Hull saw. Most people saw
the short film at the annual Christmas tree light turn on. Over 16,000 people backed the bid on
social media.
Hull will be the second city to ever be named the UK city of culture as the first was
Derry-Londonderry which is in Northern Ireland. The UK government chooses a new destination
every four years to become the City of Culture and this gives them a boost in tourism and with
their economy. A great Hull council leader, Stephen Brady quoted; “winning was a real game
changer.” However, he also said; “It will give Hull a platform to tell the world what a great city
it is!”
Ross said; “I think it’s brilliant for the city and it’s something everyone should be proud of!” Gary
Hall says; “It’s great advertising for the skilled people and more jobs will be available for the
children who will be at working age then.”

Main Attractions
in Hull

By Abbie Sims & Maddison ledger

The three most popular and main attractions in Hull are: The Deep, which is an environmentally
sensitive museum, designed to help both children and adults understand the importance of
protecting the oceans and seas of the world. The dramatic historical tour takes visitors back in
time. Secondly there is Ferens Art Gallery. This art gallery is located in Hull and offers a
fantastic venue for local people and visitors to the area to enjoy a brilliant art collection. And
finally Hands-on History Museum, Hands-on History is a converted grammar school that is now
used as a history museum, the building has Tudor brickwork and is listed. The museum was
designed as a curriculum resource centre for schools and contains things like Egyptian
treasures and a mummy!
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Hull
the City of
Culture

By William Hornby and Jaiden Craig

On Thursday 21st November Hull won the bid in the race for the City of Culture. The top 4 cities in
the bid were; Swansea, Dundee, Leicester and Hull. A group from Hull paid an amazing £15 million,
however they got £753.8 million back. Imagine how many sweets you could get with that.
With their money they can have cultural festivals, like parades, live music and other things. Hull
plans to have a different festival every day. If you are planning on coming to Hull to see the
festivals, you could also visit the spurn lightship which has guided ships through the river
Humber for 50 years! Hull becoming the City of Culture 2017 is a great thing and we can’t wait
for it!

Hull

By Ben Wigglesworth and Benjamin Mirfin
HULL’S ATTRACTIONS
Hull is a city with many attractions and museums, including Hull Maritime museum, the Deep and
Ferens art gallery. Hull as you may know is the City of Culture 2017, however there has to be an
event in Hull every single day in that year. There are also even more amazing attractions such
as the Streetlife museum of transport, Hull Truck Theatre, Spurn Lightship and Wilberforce
House.
HOW HULL BECAME CITY OF CULTURE 2017
Hull became the City of Culture 2017 with a massive bid of £15,000,000!!! Hull City Council thinks
the revenue from becoming the City of Culture will be £120,000,000!! Hull is a great city to live in
because of the many events. We had an interview with Milly Skelton about this and she explained
“Hull is a great place to live in because most people there are friendly and the NHS are always
on your side if you have an injury or an illness.”
EVENTS IN HULL
There are many brilliant events in Hull such as Hull fair with one of the tallest rides in the entire
world! There is also some festivals like the Freedom Festival.
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Why is Hull
the City
of Culture?
By Matthew Overton and Giacomo Lestan
There are lots of things in Hull that has helped it become the City of Culture apart from it being
an amazing place. There are cream coloured telephone boxes all around the city, these are a
symbol of the cities independence, you don’t see them anywhere else! There is an annual
Freedom Festival which is named in honour of William Wilberforce. The Freedom Festival is Hull’s
biggest annual culture festival and it just keeps getting better and better. There has been many
famous acts play at the festival such as: JLS, The Saturdays and The 1975. Lastly Hull is where
chip spice was invented, the paprika based cult started in the old Yankee burger takeaway in
Jameson Street and has since spread across the UK.
MAIN ATTRACTIONS IN HULL
Hull is a great place and there are many popular and famous attractions. If you have never been
to Hull or any of it’s main attractions, here is a list of places you can visit:
• Humber Bridge
• The Deep
• Hull Truck Theatre
• Hull Maritime Museum
• Fort Paull
• Marina
• Skidby windmill
• Streetlife museum of transport
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Careers!
By Elizabeth Shaw and Ivarna Thompson
DIFFERENT CAREERS
Different careers are in store for people all over the world. The most important jobs are the
ones that can help other people who have problems or live unfortunate lives. There are lots of
different jobs and here are just a few; Plumber, Electrician, Green Engineer, Librarian, Manager
or Actor or Actress.
OPINIONS
Miss Burnham: “I am a teacher at a primary school and I chose this career because I thought it
would make a great job for me, however, sometimes things can get a little bit chaotic. My job is
brilliant for me as I like to be a little bossy at times and get my way, but my class is amazing,
and as long as I am teaching them I am happy! The children also make me laugh, so that is a
good sign!”

Football
Mad!

By Joe Ward and George Rowe

Football, which is the most popular sport in the world, needs a lot of skill and you need a good
education to have a career in it. However you need 4 GCSE’s and levels A - C or a level 3 and a
level 1 certificate in sport. Football, which is amazing, is a great sport and also very addictive. If
you want to get the job of a footballer you must be skillful, powerful and be able to understand
serious things in football. This sport is brilliant and we recommend it and that is why it is the
most popular sport in the world. When you come to Malet Lambert you will play football in PE and
if you want to, you can join the football team and maybe become a professional like Max Clark
who now plays for England!
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How to become
a Professional
Footballer
By Jude Allan & Matthew Foston
To become an amazing professional footballer, you will need to practice football as much as you
can at home and stay fit and committed to the sport. You must have a passion for football and
make sure you know all the rules. However, if you have a terrible performance on the pitch, keep
your head up and don’t lose confidence - everyone has a bad day. To improve your skills watch
football on TV and practice lots. If you want to get more involved in the game, try getting into
your school or local team. If you have shown off your brilliant football skills during a match you
could be scouted. All the scouts know when they see great talent and if you have the talent, you
might be invited to a talent day, or trials!

Joey Essex
By Eve Masterman and Harrison Stamp
Joey Essex is now starring in ITV’s show ‘I’m a celebrity get me out of here!!!’ with hosts Ant and
Dec. At the start he was getting picked on by the British public as they made him take part in
lots of challenges.
He fancies Amy Willerton but Amy’s father said ‘‘Joey Essex is too dumb for my daughter.” And
Joey’s sister said ‘‘NO!!! She’s too boring for my brother.”
He became famous after starring in ‘The only way is Essex.’
He has been on: I’m a celebrity get me out of here, daybreak, splash, the only way is Essex , loose
women and through the key hole.
We like Joey Essex because he is really funny and he has awesome teeth.
Joey Essex has a middle name and it’s Don. He was born on July 29th 1990. He also has a very
random personality, he said on the show that he thinks crabs will cut his hair and that he can’t
blow his own nose.
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Justin Bieber
By Evie Newman
Justin Drew Bieber is an amazing international pop sensation. He has had many hits and been
around the world on tour and he is only 19! Some people may say Justin is tremendously great at
singing but some people don’t like his singing. Justin, whose most embarrassing moment was
breaking his foot on stage during a concert, is also famous for his funky dance moves. Bieber
was born on March 1st 1994 in Canada. Justin is also an actor and he has been in many films and
TV shows such as: CSI, his own film and Katy Perry’s tour film. On November 23rd 2012, Bieber was
presented with the Queen Elizabeth II Diamond Jubilee Medal by the Prime Minister of Canada. In
2013, Bieber received a Diamond award from the Recording Industry Association of America for
his single "Baby" as the highest-certified digital song of all time, but later it was replaced with
Gangnam Style by Psy, leaving Justin without any Diamond Award.

One Direction
By Evania Ryan
One Direction got together in 2010 on X Factor. The members of One Direction are: Niall, Zayn,
Louis, Harry and Liam. They all love their fans as much as they love their mums. I think they are
amazing. However many people don’t like them.
Niall is Irish and he likes to be funny but he is great. Niall was born on 13th September 1993.
Zayn is from Bradford and his main musical influence is R&B and Rap. He was born on 12th
January 1993.
Liam is from Wolverhampton and was born on 29th August 1993. When he was younger he was
heavily involved in sports and he started boxing at 12 because he was being bullied.
Harry is from Holmes Chapel in Chesire. Harry has said that performing on the X Factor gave him
a lot more confidence as a performer. He was born on 1st February 1994.
Finally, Louis is from Doncaster, he was born on 24th December 1991 and he has played
professional football for Doncaster Rovers.
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Simon
Cowell

By Millie Wright and Taliah Tait

Simon Cowell was born on 7th October 1959 and his zodiac sign is Libra. He is 1.75m tall and his
parents are Julie Brett and Eric Phillip Cowell. His siblings are Nicholas Cowell, June Cowell, Tony
Cowell, Michael Cowell and John Cowell. His middle name is Phillip and he wrote a great book
called ‘I Don’t mean to be rude’. Simon was born in Lambeth in London. Simon’s occupations are
been a music producer and a reality television star.
He is famous for being harsh, entertaining and for being a judge for many shows including
American Idol. Simon made his own music and he became a consultant for BMG. Most people
think of him as mean, serious and bossy but some people think he is an amazing man.

Singing
By Jasmine Aldred and Tegan Bibby
Everyone has a dream career! But the dream career me and jasmine is singing. These steps are
going to show you how to achieve a career in singing and also how to succeed in it.
Step1: Firstly you have to be able to sing songs by your favourite artist. These songs will be songs
you like and know so they will be easier to learn.
Step2: See if any bands are advertising a place for a back up or lead singer. This may be your
chance to practice with a band and perform live.
Step3: Next ask to sit in on a bands rehearsal and sing lead or back up for them.
Step4: You can also audition for singing jobs in local recording studios, however it’s best to start
small and work your way up.
Step5: You should always be looking to improve, so take voice lessons (hire a voice teacher). This
way you can perfect your singing and reach high notes.
Step6: To be successful you need to develop an image of you performing in front of an audience,
think about your type of style and voice.
Step7: Start to record your own demo CD. This will have covers of popular songs on and it may
have your own songs on too.
Step8: Keep a copy of your CD, send copies to music companies and sell them at any gigs you
perform at.
Step9: The most important step is to perform! This way lots of people will see you and get to like
your music, plus someone may see you and give you a record contract.
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Super
Football!
BY Frankie Longhorn and Billy Glover
We love football so we thought we would tell you more about this amazing sport. 25 out of 32
people like football in Year 5 at Cavendish primary, this shows how many people like this sport
like we do. If you want to be a professional footballer you have to train hard, practice every day
and eat healthy food. Some people say footballers get paid too much but I don’t think they do, I
think they get paid just the right amount. Although there are a lot of sports in the world,
football is the most amazing sport in my opinion.
I think the top 5 footballers in the world are: Messi, Ronaldo, Lewandowski, Falcao, and
Ibrahimovic. They are insane!
QUESTIONNAIRE
Which premier league football team has got the most red cards this season?
Answer: Sunderland
How many England v Germany games have gone to extra time?
Answer: 4
Which three players for Norwich have scored 20 or more goals?
Answer. Mark Robbins with 20 Grant Holt with 23, however Chris Sutton has scored 33 goals.

Valentino
Rossi

By Ross Glover and Curtis Rushforth

There is a very good motorbike rider who doesn’t lose many races, his name is Valentino Rossi.
He is an amazing rider who has a brilliant coloured bike, it’s a blue Yamaha. He has a brilliant
team and they work hard to help him win races. Valentino Rossi is an excellent racer. He has won
6 championships and 4 of them were won back to back! The years he won the races were: 2002,
2003, 2004, 2005, 2008 and 2009! His manager’s name is Vittorio Guareschi and he is a brilliant
manager. Valentino Rossi is first in all time 500 cc/MotoGP race wins standings, with 80
victories, and second in all time overall wins standings with 106 race wins! This is really
impressive!
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Wayne Rooney

By Gregory Hooker and Joshua D

Wayne Rooney is an amazing footballer. He was born on October 24th 1985 in Liverpool. He
started playing when he was 9 for Everton and he made his professional debut when he was just
16! In 2008 he was married to Colleen Rooney and they had a child in 2009. On the 21st May 2013
his second child was born. Wayne has played for England 88 times and he has scored 38 goals. In
his whole career he has played 496 matches and scored 224 goals!
He always tries his best and he trains hard. If you want to be a professional footballer like
Wayne Rooney, you need to practice, eat healthily and train lots. Wayne Rooney also won player
of the year in 2010. He is brilliant!
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